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Risk overview
Tanium Risk provides real-time data, automation and intelligence so that you can make informed decisions faster with a
comprehensive assessment of endpoint risk. Use this data to prioritize actions with intelligent risk scoring based on operational and
security metrics. Risk provides reports to communicate key trends, improvements and industry benchmarks for executive and
board-level reporting. By using Risk to continuously monitor endpoints, you can improve your compliance and risk posture.

Risk score
The risk score is a numerical score that represents the overall risk of the enterprise based on data from every managed endpoint.
The possible range for a risk score is 1-1000. A lower score indicates a lower risk for the enterprise or endpoint. Scores are
categorized into low, medium, high, or critical:
l

Low: 1-250

l

Medium: 251-500

l

High: 501-750

l

Critical: 751-1000

The following formula is used to calculate the risk score for each managed endpoint:

(Risk Vectors x Asset Criticality) x (100% - Compensating Control %) = Endpoint
Score
The results from all reporting managed endpoints are averaged, which results in the total score for the enterprise.
Risk uses the Tanium Data Service to include results for offline endpoints. For more information on the Tanium Data Service, see
Tanium Console User Guide: Manage sensor results collection.
By default, data for the risk score is gathered from endpoints and stored every 2 hours throughout the day. The total score for the
enterprise is calculated several times per day to update the charts on the Risk Overview page. The total score for the enterprise and
the risk vector scores is stored as a data point once every 24 hours to preserve a daily record, which allows you to monitor changes
over time. The Risk Metrics section of the Risk Overview page breaks down the score for endpoints into specific categories and use
cases so that you can quickly identify high risk endpoints. Click the title of a chart in the Risk Metrics section to open the Risk
Detail page for that metric.
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Factors that influence the risk score
Use data from Risk to determine actions that can decrease the overall risk score for your enterprise. Several factors influence the risk
score for your environment. Some factors increase the score and others decrease it.

Risk vectors
Risk vectors assess the risk for your enterprise in specific categories by using data provided by Tanium solutions. These data points
are used as part of the formula to calculate the risk score:
l

System Vulnerability

l

System Compliance

l

Administrative Access

l

Password Identification

l

Expired Certificates

l

Insecure SSL/TLS

For more information about each of these vectors, see Investigating risk vectors.
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Asset criticality
Asset criticality is a rating on individual endpoints used to assess an endpoint’s impact to the overall risk score. Higher criticality
ratings for a particular endpoint increase the risk score if vulnerabilities are found. Possible values are critical, high, medium, and
low. These values indicate the endpoint's importance in your environment. For example, a mission critical Domain Controller server
should be assigned a critical value.
By default, all endpoints are assigned a medium criticality. As a best practice, adjust the criticality values for specific endpoints. For
more information, see Assign asset criticality.

Compensating controls
Compensating controls are security best practices or configurations for hardware, operating systems, and storage that you can apply
to endpoints to reduce the risk score for those endpoints.
For example, if the firewall is enabled for an endpoint, the score for that endpoint decreases by 6%. For more information, see
Applying compensating controls.

Integration with other Tanium products
Risk has built in integration with Tanium™ Comply, Tanium™ Impact, Tanium™ Patch, and Tanium™ Reveal.

Comply
Comply provides data about endpoint vulnerabilities and compliance to Risk. To investigate the vulnerability or configuration
compliance issues in Comply, open the Comply Findings page for specific endpoints, Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs),
or compliance check IDs from the System Vulnerability and System Compliance risk vector pages. For more information, see
System Vulnerability and System Compliance.

Impact
Impact provides data about administrative access for endpoints, users, and groups to Risk. You can open Impact from the
Administrative Access risk vector page to analyze potential lateral movement for users, groups, and endpoints. For more
information, see Administrative Access.
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Patch
You can pivot to Patch to investigate specific CVEs identified in the Highest Vulnerability Count by Highest CVE chart on the
System Vulnerability risk vector page. For more information, see System Vulnerability.

Reveal
Reveal provides data about unencrypted saved passwords or sensitive data on endpoints to Risk. You can open the associated Rules
page in Reveal, where you can connect to one or more endpoints and investigate the finding, on the Password Identification risk
vector page. For more information, see Password Identification.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
The four key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value that is delivered by Risk are as follows:
l

Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page 10.

l

Define distinct roles and responsibilities. See RACI chart on page 10.

l

Track operational maturity. See Operational metrics on page 12.

l

Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 12.

Change management
Develop a tailored, dedicated change management process for risk management, taking into account the new capabilities provided
by Tanium.
l

Update SLAs and align activities to key resources for risk management activities across IT Security, IT Operations, and IT Risk
and Compliance.

l

Identify internal and external dependencies to your risk management process. For example, achieve effective integrations
with Comply and Patch.

l

Designate change or maintenance windows for various risk management scenarios. For example, emergency patching versus
general maintenance patching.

l

Create a Tanium steering group (TSG) for risk management activities, to expedite reviews and approvals of processes that
align with SLAs.

RACI chart
A RACI chart identifies the team or resource who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed, and serves as a guideline to
describe the key activities across the security, risk/compliance, and operations teams. Every organization has specific business
processes and IT organization demands. The following table represents Tanium’s point of view for how organizations should align
functional resources against risk management. Use the following table as a baseline example.
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Task

IT Security

IT Operations

IT

Executive

Rationale

Risk/Compliance
Risk coverage of

C

A/R

C

-

endpoints

The IT Operations team owns
the Tanium platform and is
accountable and responsible
for the deployment of the
Tanium agent, including the
Risk module. Tanium agent
coverage is essential to
understand risk in the
environment. IT Operations
consults with the IT Security
and IT Compliance teams on
the coverage to identify gaps.

Identify and

A

R

C

I

The IT Security team monitors

monitor business

business critical endpoints to

critical endpoints

ensure actions can be taken to
reduce risk. The IT Operations
team identifies business critical
assets and consults with the
IT Compliance team to ensure
accurate identification of those
business critical endpoints. The
Executive team is informed to
monitor risk.

Monitor the risk

A/R

R

R

C

The IT Security team monitors

score for the

the risk score for the enterprise

enterprise

so that action can be taken if
the risk score is too high. The
IT Operations and
IT Compliance teams define
asset criticality, ensure Risk
coverage, and take necessary
actions to reduce the risk score
over time. The Executive team
is consulted on acceptable risk
levels and the actions taken to
reduce risk.
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Risk work flow

Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for high-fidelity endpoint data and unified
endpoint management. Tanium provides a common data schema that enables security, operations, and risk/compliance teams to
assure that they are acting on a common set of facts that are delivered by a unified platform.
In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in litigating data quality instead of making
decisions to improve risk management.

Operational metrics
Risk maturity
Managing a risk management program successfully includes operationalization of the technology and measuring success through
key benchmarking metrics. The four key processes to measure and guide operational maturity of your Tanium Risk program are as
follows:
Process

Description

Usage

how and where Tanium Risk is used in your organization

Automation

how automated Tanium Risk and the underlying data collection is, across endpoints

Functional Integration

how integrated Tanium Risk is, across IT security, IT operations, and IT risk/compliance teams

Reporting

how automated Tanium Risk is and who the audience of risk score reporting is
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Benchmark metrics
In addition to the key processes, the four key benchmark metrics that align to the operational maturity of the Tanium Risk program
to achieve maximum value and success are as follows:
Executive Metrics

Risk Coverage

Risk Score

% of Optimal Endpoints

Description

Percentage of endpoints on which

A numerical score that represents

Percentage of endpoints where the

all risk vector scores were

the overall risk of the enterprise

Risk Coverage metric reports Risk

calculated in the last 30 days.

based on data from every managed

as optimal.

endpoint.
Instrumentation

Uses the Risk client extensions

The following formula is used to

Uses the Risk Coverage metric to

status to confirm that endpoints

calculate the risk score for each

determine the number of endpoints

are reporting risk scores as well as

managed endpoint:

that report Risk as optimal divided

the Impact - Coverage
Status, Reveal - Coverage
Status, Comply - Coverage
Status, and SSL Server
Audit Tools Required
sensors to determine the endpoints
where Risk is optimal, needs
attention, and unsupported.

by the total endpoints on which risk

(Risk Vectors x
Asset
Criticality) x
(100% Compensating
Control %) =
Endpoint Score

vector scores were calculated in the
last 30 days multiplied by 100.
The Optimal status indicates that
all necessary tools, configurations,
and scans are installed and
complete for an endpoint.
For more information, see Risk

For more information about the

Coverage.

states reported by this metric, see
Monitor and troubleshoot Risk
health. For supported endpoint
operating systems, see Endpoints.
Why this metric matters

If you are not including all

As you lower the risk score for your

If all endpoints are not in an

endpoints in your risk assessment,

enterprise, you improve your

optimal state, they might not be

you do not have a complete picture

compliance and risk posture.

reporting complete data to Risk,

of the risk in your environment.

and you do not have an accurate
picture of the risk in your
environment.

Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Risk in your organization.
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Process

Usage

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

(Needs

(Below

(Average)

(Above

(Optimized)

improvement)

average)

No dependent

Core content and

Core content,

Core content,

Core content,

modules are

Comply are

Comply and one

Comply, Impact

Comply, Impact

configured, and

configured and

additional

and Reveal are

and Reveal are

asset criticality is

feeding into Risk.

average)

dependent

configured and

configured and

left at the default

module are

feeding into Risk,

feeding into Risk,

values for all

configured and

but not on all

and asset

endpoints.

feeding into Risk.

applicable

criticality is set

endpoints.

for all applicable
endpoints.

Automation

Only manual, ad

Only manual, ad

Automated,

Automated,

Partially

hoc compliance

hoc compliance

recurring

recurring

automated

and vulnerability

and vulnerability

configuration

configuration

patching using

assessments in use

assessments in

compliance and

compliance and

Patch (>50% of

for Comply.

use for Comply.

vulnerability

vulnerability

patch

assessments for

assessments for

deployment

Comply.

Comply.

process

See Comply User

See Comply User

Guide: Operational

Guide:

metrics.

Operational

See Comply User

See Comply User

metrics.

Guide:

Guide:

See Patch User

Operational

Operational

Guide:

metrics.

metrics.

Operational

automated).

metrics.
Functional

Risk installed, but

Core content and

Core content,

Core content,

Core content,

integration

dependent

Comply are

Comply and one

Comply, Impact

Comply, Impact

modules are not

configured and

additional

and Reveal are

and Reveal are

installed or

feeding into Risk.

dependent

configured and

configured and

module are

feeding into Risk.

feeding into Risk.

configured

configured and
feeding into Risk.
Reporting

Manual; Reporting

Manual;

Automated;

Automated;

Automated;

for Operators only

Reporting for

Reporting for

Reporting

Reporting

Operators only

Operators only

tailored to

tailored to

stakeholders

stakeholders

ranging

ranging from

from Operator to

Operator to

Executive

Executive; Drive
business
decisions using
reports
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Metrics

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

(Needs

(Below

(Average)

(Above

(Optimized)

improvement)

average)

Risk Coverage

0-49%

50-69%

70-94%

95-98%

≥99%

Risk Score

751-1000

501-750

501-750

251-500

0-250

% of Optimal

0-69%

70-79%

80-89%

90-98%

99-100%

average)

Endpoints1
1 Endpoints have all applicable vectors collecting data
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Risk requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Risk.

Core platform dependencies
Make sure that your environment meets the following requirements:
l

Tanium license that includes Risk

l

Tanium™ Core Platform servers: 7.4.6.1056 or later

l

Tanium™ Client: Any supported version of Tanium Client. For the Tanium Client versions supported for each OS, see Tanium
Client Management User Guide: Client version and host system requirements.
If you use a client version that is not listed, certain product features might not be available, or stability issues can occur that
can only be resolved by upgrading to one of the listed client versions.

Solution dependencies
Other Tanium solutions are required for Risk to function (required dependencies) or for specific Risk features to work (featurespecific dependencies). The installation method that you select determines if the Tanium Server automatically imports
dependencies or if you must manually import them.

Some Risk dependencies have their own dependencies, which you can see by clicking the links in the lists of
Required dependencies on page 17 and Feature-specific dependencies on page 17. Note that the links open the user
guides for the latest version of each solution, not necessarily the minimum version that Risk requires.

Tanium recommended installation
If you select Tanium Recommended Installation when you import Risk, the Tanium Server automatically imports all your licensed
solutions at the same time. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services.

Import specific solutions
If you select only Risk to import and are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3531 with Tanium Console 3.0.72 or later, the Tanium
Server automatically imports the latest available versions of any required dependencies that are missing. If some required
dependencies are already imported but their versions are earlier than the minimum required for Risk, the server automatically
updates those dependencies to the latest available versions.
If you select only Risk to import and you are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3503 or earlier with Tanium Console 3.0.64 or earlier,
you must manually import or update required dependencies. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific
solutions.
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Required dependencies
Risk has the following required dependencies at the specified minimum versions. You must install the dependencies in the listed
order.
1.

Tanium™ Endpoint Configuration 1.2 or later (installed as part of Client Management 1.5 or later)

2.

Tanium™ Platform Services 1.6.8 or later

3.

Tanium™ Interact 2.9.83 or later

4.

Tanium™ System User service 1.0.40 or later

5.

Tanium™ RDB Service 1.0.84 or later

6.

Tanium™ Reporting service 1.4.10 or later

7.

l

Tanium™ API Gateway 1.1.13 or later

l

Tanium™ Blob service 1.0.6 or later

Tanium™ Core Content 1.3.26 or later
l

Tanium™ Core Content SSL/TLS Server Audit sensor 1.3.2 or later

Feature-specific dependencies
If you select only Risk to import, you must manually import or update its feature-specific dependencies regardless of the Tanium
Console or Tanium Core Platform versions. Risk has the following feature-specific dependencies at the specified minimum versions:
l

Tanium™ Asset 1.17.156 or later is required to show asset details for endpoints.

l

Tanium Comply 2.10.940 or later is required to view the System Vulnerability and System Compliance risk vectors.

l

Tanium Impact 1.7.62 or later is required to view the Administrative Access risk vector.

l

Tanium Patch 3.6.49 or later is required to view related patches on endpoints from the Risk Detail pages.

l

Tanium Reveal 1.15.185 or later is required to view the Password Identification risk vector.

Client extensions
Tanium Endpoint Configuration installs client extensions for Risk on endpoints. Client Extensions perform tasks that are common to
certain Tanium solutions. The Tanium Client uses code signatures to verify the integrity of each client extension prior to loading the
extension on the endpoint. Each client extension has recommended security exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run
without interference. See Security exclusions for more information. The following client extensions perform Risk functions:
l

Config CX - Provides installation and configuration of extensions on endpoints. Tanium Client Management installs this client
extension.

l

Core CX - Provides a management framework API for all other client extensions and exposes operating system metrics.
Tanium Client Management installs this client extension.

l

Risk CX - Provides Risk functions on the endpoint. Tanium Risk installs this client extension.
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Tanium™ Module Server
Risk is installed and runs as a service on the Module Server host computer. The impact on the Module Server is minimal and
depends on usage.
For information about Module Server sizing in a Windows deployment, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows:
Host system sizing guidelines.

Endpoints
Supported Internet protocols
Risk supports IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

Supported operating systems
The following endpoint operating systems are supported with Risk.
Operating system
Microsoft Windows

Version
l

Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 or later

Server
Microsoft Windows

Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 requires Microsoft
KB2758857.

l

Windows 11

l

Windows 10

l

Windows 8

l

Windows 7 SP1

l

macOS 12 Monterey

l

macOS 11 Big Sur

l

macOS 10.15 Catalina

l

macOS 10.14 Mojave

l

macOS 10.13 High Sierra

Workstation

macOS

Notes

(Intel processor only)
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Operating system
Linux

Version

Notes

l

Amazon Linux 2 LTS (2017.12)

l

Debian 9.x, 8.x, 10x

l

Oracle Linux 8.x, 7.x, 6.x, 5.x

l

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 8.x, 7.x, 6.x, 5.x

l

CentOS 8x, 7.x, 6.x, 5.x

l

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 15

l

openSUSE 15.x

l

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 12

l

openSUSE 12.x

l

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11.3, 11.4

l

openSUSE 11.3, 11.4

l

Ubuntu 20.04 LTS

l

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS

l

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS

Host and network security requirements
Specific ports and processes are needed to run Risk.
Ensure all host and network security requirements for modules that provide data to Risk are also met. For more information, see:
l

Comply User Guide: Host and network security requirements

l

Impact User Guide: Host and network security requirements

l

Reveal User Guide: Host and network security requirements

Ports
The following ports are required for Risk communication.
Source

Destination

Port

Protocol

Purpose

Module Server

Module Server

17523

TCP

Internal purposes, not externally accessible

(loopback)
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Configure firewall policies to open ports for Tanium traffic with TCP-based rules instead of application identitybased rules. For example, on a Palo Alto Networks firewall, configure the rules with service objects or service groups
instead of application objects or application groups.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system processes, Tanium recommends that a
security administrator create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without interference. The configuration of these
exclusions varies depending on AV software. For a list of all security exclusions to define across Tanium, see Tanium Core Platform
Deployment Reference Guide: Host system security exclusions.
Risk security exclusions
Target Device

Notes

Windows endpoints

Linux endpoints

macOS endpoints

Exclusion Type

Process

Process

<Tanium Client>\TaniumCX.exe

File

<Tanium Client>\extensions\TaniumRisk.dll

Process

<Tanium Client>/TaniumCX

File

<Tanium Client>/libTaniumRisk.so

Process

<Tanium Client>/TaniumCX

File

<Tanium Client>/libTaniumRisk.dylib

User role requirements
The following tables list the role permissions required to use Risk. To review a summary of the predefined roles, see Set up Risk
users on page 28.
For more information about role permissions and associated content sets, see Tanium Console User Guide: RBAC overview.
Risk user role permissions
Permission

Risk Administrator 1,2,3

Risk Operator 1,2,3

Risk User 1,2,3

Risk Endpoint
Configuration
Approver 4,5

Risk
View the Risk

SHOW

SHOW

SHOW

workbench
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Risk user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Risk Administrator 1,2,3

Risk Operator 1,2,3

Risk User 1,2,3

Risk Endpoint
Configuration
Approver 4,5

Risk Criticality
Allows reading and

READ

READ

uploading Risk

WRITE

WRITE

Allows reading and

READ

READ

updating Risk

WRITE

criticality data.

Risk Settings

settings.

Risk Endpoint
Configuration

APPROVE

Allows users to
approve Endpoint
Configuration items
for Risk

1 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Impact. You can view which Impact permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see the Tanium Impact User Guide: User role requirements.
2 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Interact. You can view which Interact permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Tanium Data Service permissions.
3 This role provides module permissions for the Tanium Reporting service. You can view which Reporting service permissions are granted to this

role in the Tanium Console.
4 This role provides module permissions for Tanium Endpoint Configuration. You can view which Endpoint Configuration permissions are granted

to this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.
5If you installed Tanium Client Management, Endpoint Configuration is installed, and by default, configuration changes initiated by the module

service account (such as tool deployment) require approval. You can bypass approval for module-generated configuration changes by applying
the Endpoint Configuration Bypass Approval permission to this role and adding the relevant content sets. For more information, see Tanium
Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.
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Provided Risk administration and platform content permissions
Permission

Permission Type

Risk User 1,2,3,4,5,6

Risk

Risk

Administrator

Operator 1,2,3,4,5,6

Configuration
Approver 3,7

1,2,3,4,5,6

Computer Group

Filter Group

Plugin

Sensor

Risk Endpoint

Administration
READ

READ

READ

READ

READ

READ

Platform Content

Platform Content
READ

READ

READ

READ

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

READ

READ

READ

READ

Platform Content

You can view which content sets are granted to any role in the Tanium Console.
1 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Client Management. You can view which Client Management content sets are granted to

this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: User role requirements.
2 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Comply. You can view which Comply content sets are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Comply User Guide: User role requirements.
3 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Data Service. You can view which Tanium Data Service content sets are granted to this

role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: User role requirements.
4 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Impact. You can view which Impact content sets are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Impact User Guide: User role requirements.
5 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Interact. You can view which Interact content sets are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: User role requirements.
6 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Reveal. You can view which Reveal content sets are granted to this role in the Tanium

Console. For more information, see Tanium Reveal User Guide: User role requirements.
7 This role provides content set permissions for Tanium Endpoint Configuration. You can view which Endpoint Configuration content sets are

granted to this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: User role requirements.
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Installing Risk
Use the Tanium Console Solutions page to install Risk and choose either automatic or manual configuration:
l

Automatic configuration with default settings (Tanium Core Platform 7.4.2 or later only): Risk is installed along with all
other licensed solutions. After installation, the Tanium Server automatically configures the recommended default settings.
This option is the best practice for most deployments. For more information about the automatic configuration for Risk, see
Import Risk with default settings on page 24.

l

Manual configuration with custom settings: After installing Risk, you must manually configure required settings. Select
this option only if Risk requires settings that differ from the recommended default settings. For more information, see
Import Risk with custom settings on page 24.

Before you begin
l

Read the release notes.

l

Review the Risk requirements on page 16.

l

If you are upgrading from a previous version, see Upgrade Risk on page 24.

l

Assign the correct roles to users for Risk. Review the User role requirements on page 20.
o

To import the Risk solution, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role.

o

To configure the Risk action group, you must be assigned the Administrator reserved role, Content Administrator
reserved role, or a role that has the Action Group write permission.

l

Install or upgrade the required dependencies to the specific version in the specified order. For more information, see
Manage dependencies for Tanium solutions.

Manage solution dependencies
Other Tanium solutions are required for Risk to function (required dependencies) or for specific Risk features to work (featurespecific dependencies). If you are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3531 with Tanium Console 3.0.72 or later, when you import or
update Risk, the Tanium Server automatically imports the latest available versions of any required dependencies that are missing. If
some required dependencies are already imported but their versions are earlier than the minimum required for Risk, the server
automatically updates those dependencies to the latest available versions.
If you are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3503 or earlier with Tanium Console 3.0.64 or earlier, you must install or upgrade the
required dependencies to the specified minimum versions in the specified order before you install Risk. If you select only Risk to
import, you must manually import or update its feature-specific dependencies regardless of the Tanium Console or Tanium Core
Platform versions. See Solution dependencies.
Use the Automatic configuration with default settings option when you install the dependent Tanium solutions to
ensure that the solutions are operational.
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Import Risk with default settings
(Tanium Core Platform 7.4.5 or later only) You can set the Risk action group to target the No Computers filter group by enabling
restricted targeting before importing Risk. This option enables you to control tools deployment through scheduled actions that are
created during the import and that target the Tanium Risk action group. For example, you might want to test tools on a subset of
endpoints before deploying the tools to all endpoints. In this case, you can manually deploy the tools to an action group that you
configured to target only the subset. To configure an action group, see Tanium Console User Guide: Managing action groups. To
enable or disable restricted targeting, see Tanium Console User Guide: Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment.
When you import Risk with automatic configuration, the following default setting is configured:
Setting
Action group

Default value
l

Restricted targeting disabled (default): All Computers computer group

l

Restricted targeting enabled: No Computers computer group

To import Risk and configure default settings, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services. After the import,
verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Risk version on page 24.

Import Risk with custom settings
To import Risk without automatically configuring default settings, be sure to clear the Apply All Tanium recommended
configurations check box while performing the steps in Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions.
After the import, verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Risk version on page 24.
To configure the Risk action group, see Configure the Risk action group on page 25.

Upgrade Risk
For the steps to upgrade Risk, see Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update specific solutions. After the upgrade,
verify that the correct version is installed: see Verify Risk version on page 24.

Verify Risk version
After you import or upgrade Risk, verify that the correct version is installed:
1.

Refresh your browser.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Modules > Risk to open the Risk Overview page.

3.

To display version information, click Info
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Configuring Risk
If you did not install Risk with the Apply All Tanium recommended configurations option, you must enable and configure certain
features.

Install and configure Tanium Endpoint Configuration
Manage solution configurations with Tanium Endpoint Configuration
Tanium Endpoint Configuration delivers configuration information and required tools for Tanium Solutions to endpoints. Endpoint
Configuration consolidates the configuration actions that traditionally accompany additional Tanium functionality and eliminates
the potential for timing errors that occur between when a solution configuration is made and the time that configuration reaches an
endpoint. Managing configuration in this way greatly reduces the time to install, configure, and use Tanium functionality, and
improves the flexibility to target specific configurations to groups of endpoints.
Endpoint Configuration is installed as a part of Tanium Client Management. For more information, see the Tanium
Client Management User Guide: Installing Client Management.

Additionally you can use Endpoint Configuration to manage configuration approval. For example, configuration changes are not
deployed to endpoints until a user with approval permission approves the configuration changes in Endpoint Configuration. For
more information about the roles and permissions that are required to approve configuration changes for Risk, see User role
requirements on page 20.
To use Endpoint Configuration to manage approvals, you must enable configuration approvals.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Shared Services > Endpoint Configuration to open the Endpoint Configuration
Overview page.

2.

Click Settings

and click the Global tab.

3.

Select Enable configuration approvals, and click Save.

For more information about Endpoint Configuration, see Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide.

Configure Risk
Configure the Risk action group
Importing the Risk module automatically creates an action group to target specific endpoints. If you did not use automatic
configuration or you enabled restricted targeting when you imported Risk, the action group targets No Computers.
If you used automatic configuration and restricted targeting was disabled when you imported Risk, configuring the Risk action group
is optional.
Select the computer groups to include in the Risk action group.
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Clear the selection for No Computers and make sure that all operating systems that are supported by Risk are
included in the Risk action group.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

2.

Click Tanium Risk.

3.

Select the computer groups that you want to include in the action group and click Save.
If you select multiple computer groups, choose an operator (AND or OR) to combine the groups.

(Optional) Assign asset criticality
Asset criticality is a rating on individual endpoints that is used to assess an endpoint’s impact to the overall risk score. Higher
criticality ratings for a particular endpoint increase the risk score if vulnerabilities are found. Possible values are critical, high,
medium, and low. By default, all endpoints are assigned a medium criticality.
The score for a particular endpoint is adjusted based on the criticality:
l

Low: no adjustment to the score for the endpoint

l

Medium: (default) multiplies the score for the endpoint by 1.33

l

High: multiplies the score for the endpoint by 1.67

l

Critical: multiplies the score for the endpoint by 2

For example, if an endpoint has a score of 200, but the endpoint is flagged as critical, the score reported for that endpoint is 400.
You can upload a CSV file to adjust the criticality values for endpoints.
1.

Create a CSV file, with endpointname and criticality header fields, that contains the endpoints for which you want to
assign a criticality value other than medium.
In the CSV file, list the endpoints as the Computer Name (exactly as it is returned by the Computer Name sensor) followed by
the criticality rating for that endpoint, similar to the following example:

endpointname,criticality
computername1.domain.com,critical
computername2.domain.com,high
2.

On the Risk Overview page, click Settings

3.

Click Import and browse to the CSV file.

and then click Asset Criticality.

The criticality ratings update for endpoints specified in the CSV file. Click Download to download the CSV ratings file that is currently
in use.

(Optional) Configure computer groups
By default, Risk uses the All Computers computer group. If needed, you can change this default computer group. You can also
configure the computer groups that are available to select when you analyze risk scores. These computer groups are available in the
Computer Groups dropdown list on all Risk pages.
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1.

On the Risk Overview page, click Settings

2.

If you want to change the default computer group to use as the default for all pages, select that computer group in the
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Default column.
3.

If you want to add computer groups, click Select Computer Groups and select additional computer groups. Click Save.

4.

If you want to remove computer groups from the list, click Remove

.

(Optional) Configure data collection frequency
Risk collects data from endpoints every two hours by default. If needed, you can modify this frequency.
1.

On the Risk Overview page, click Settings

, then click Data Collection.

2.

Specify a time period and select Minutes or Hours.
The time period must be over 15 minutes and under 24 hours.

Set up Risk users
You can use the following set of predefined user roles to set up Risk users.
To review specific permissions for each role, see User role requirements on page 20.
For more information about assigning user roles, see Tanium Core Platform User Guide: Manage role assignments for a user.
Risk Administrator
Assign the Risk Administrator role to users who manage the configuration and deployment of Risk functionality to
endpoints.
This role can perform the following tasks:
l

Configure Risk service settings

l

View and modify Risk asset criticality configurations

Risk Operator
Assign the Risk Operator role to users who manage the configuration and deployment of Risk functionality to endpoints.
This role can perform the following tasks:
l

Configure Risk service settings

l

View and modify Risk asset criticality configurations

Risk User
Assign the Risk User role to users who need visibility into Risk data.
This role can view Risk.
Risk Endpoint Configuration Approver
Assign the Risk Endpoint Configuration Approver role to a user who approves or rejects Risk configuration items in
Tanium Endpoint Configuration.
This role approves, rejects, or dismisses changes that target endpoints where Risk is installed.
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Sensors that are registered by default
When you install Risk, the following sensors are registered for collection by default. The Tanium Data Service immediately begins
collecting and storing results for the registered sensors.
l

l

l

l

Sensors used to gather information about compensating controls:
o

CredGuard Status

o

Data Execution Prevention Enabled

o

DeviceGuard Status

o

Enforce - Host Firewall Enabled

o

Enforce - TPM Status

o

Storage Encryption Status

o

Tanium PowerShell Execution Policy

o

USB Write Protected

o

Windows Credential Security Settings

o

Windows Security Center Registered Antivirus Software

Sensors used to gather information about health status:
o

Comply - Coverage Status

o

Impact - Coverage Status

o

Reveal - Coverage Status

o

SSL Server Audit Tools Required

Sensors used to gather information for reports and calculations:
o

Comply - Compliance Findings

o

Comply - CVE Findings

o

SSL Server Certificate CA Short Name

o

SSL Server Certificate Details

o

Risk Endpoint Criticality

Sensors used to gather information about vectors:
o

Reveal - Background Scan Results

o

SSL Server Cipher Suite
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o

SSL Server Certificate Expiry

o

Risk - Vector Base Score

o

Impact Rating

To manage which sensors are registered in the Tanium Data Service, see Tanium Console User Guide: Manage sensor results
collection.
Do not modify the default collection settings for these sensors.
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Investigating risk vectors
Risk vectors, which assess the risk for your enterprise in specific categories, determine part of the overall risk score. To review the
formula for the risk score, see Risk score on page 6.
Risk continuously monitors endpoints for changes and updates the reports, tables, and charts to reflect those changes. Once every
24 hours a snapshot is taken to preserve a daily record of the score at that time, which allows you to monitor changes over time.
l

System Vulnerability

l

System Compliance

l

Administrative Access

l

Password Identification

l

Expired Certificates

l

Insecure SSL/TLS

If an endpoint does not have the necessary tools to calculate the score for a vector, the score for that vector on the endpoint
defaults to 0. For more information, see Risk Vector Calculation Issues.

View risk vector overview
1.

View the contribution to the total risk score from each risk vector. On the Risk Overview page, click Help

and then click

Risk Score.
2.

View the score for each risk vector. From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section.

3.

Click a category to open the page for that vector for further investigation. The page for each vector has charts to show
detailed information about the riskiest managed endpoints for that vector.

4.

From the Risk Vector page, you can switch between vector pages with the dropdown menu. Select a computer group to refine
the data on the page to that group. When you select a computer group, all scores for that group are calculated on demand.
The available computer groups are those that are configured in the Reporting service.
Only managed endpoints contribute to the risk score.

System Vulnerability
The System Vulnerability vector uses data from Tanium Comply to determine which endpoints are not patched against documented
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs) and the severity of the vulnerabilities on the endpoint. The maximum score for this
vector is 40% of the total score.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section. Click System Vulnerability.

2.

Review system vulnerability over time. The System Vulnerability Over Time chart shows the change in the average system
vulnerability score for your enterprise over the past 90 days. Monitor this chart to determine how the system vulnerability
score changes as you patch CVEs or new vulnerabilities are announced.
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3.

View the endpoints with the highest number of detected vulnerabilities. Click the Endpoints tab to show the Endpoints by
Asset Criticality and Vulnerability chart. This chart shows the endpoints that have the highest number of detected
vulnerabilities. Remediate the vulnerabilities on these endpoints to reduce the risk that they present.

4.

Click the CVEs tab to show the Highest Vulnerability Count by Highest CVE chart. This chart shows the endpoints with the
highest CVE ratings, grouped by CVE.
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5.

You can use Comply to explore the vulnerabilities on endpoints, and then use Patch to remediate the vulnerabilities. On the
Endpoints or CVEs tab, select one or more endpoints or CVEs and click Explore in Comply to investigate the vulnerability
findings for those endpoints or specific CVEs. On the CVEs tab, select one or more CVEs and click Remediate in Patch to open
the Patches page for that CVE.

For more information, see Comply User Guide: Filter vulnerability findings and Patch User Guide: Create lists from the Patches view.

System Compliance
The System Compliance vector uses data from Tanium Comply to assess the compliance state of endpoints:
l

Of all the compliance checks that have been run against the endpoint, what is the ratio of pass to fail?

l

How compliant is the endpoint when measured against the defined compliance policy for the organization?

To reduce risk, establish and preserve secure configurations for endpoints and software (operating systems and applications) to
meet organizational security policies and standards. The maximum score for this vector is 20% of the total score.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section. Click System Compliance.

2.

Review system compliance over time. The System Compliance Over Time chart shows the change in the average system
compliance score for your enterprise over the past 90 days. Monitor this chart to determine how the compliance score
changes as you secure configurations on endpoints.
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3.

View the endpoints with the highest number of compliance failures. Click the Summary tab to show the Endpoints by
Compliance Rule Failures chart. This chart shows the endpoints that have the highest number of compliance failures.

4.

Click the Total Failures tab to show the Endpoints by Compliance Rule Failures chart. This chart shows the endpoints that
have the highest number of compliance failures.
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5.

Click the Rule Failures tab to show the Compliance Rule Failures by Failed Endpoint Count chart. This chart shows the
compliance rules that have the highest number of failed endpoints.

6.

You can use Comply to explore the compliance failures on endpoints, and then use Enforce to update the configuration for
endpoints. On any tab, select one or more endpoints or compliance check IDs and click Explore in Comply to investigate the
compliance findings for those endpoints or specific compliance checks.

For more information, see Comply User Guide: Filter compliance findings and Enforce User Guide: Creating policies.

Administrative Access
The Administrative Access vector uses data from Tanium Impact to analyze the potential lateral movement for an endpoint if it is
compromised, including outbound impact, inbound impact, direct control, and indirect control. For more information, see Impact
User Guide: Credential dumping and lateral movement.
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To reduce risk, implement the least-privilege model on endpoints and limit administrative access whenever possible to prevent
attackers from obtaining elevated privileges and limit potential lateral movement. For more information, see Impact User Guide:
Reference: Remediation resources. The Administrative Access vector gathers data only from domain-joined managed Windows
endpoints. The maximum score for this vector is 20% of the total score.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section. Click Administrative Access.

2.

Review administrative access over time. The Administrative Access Over Time chart shows the change in the average
administrative access score for your enterprise over the past 90 days. Monitor this chart to determine how the administrative
access score changes as you secure endpoints.

3.

Click the Summary tab to show the Endpoints by Impact Rating chart. This chart shows the endpoints that have the highest
impact rating.
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4.

Click the Endpoints tab to show the Endpoints by Impact Rating and Asset Criticality chart. This chart shows the endpoints
that have the highest impact and criticality ratings.

5.

Click the Groups tab to show the Top 20 Groups by Impact Rating, Direct and Indirect Control chart. This chart shows the
groups that have the highest impact and criticality ratings.
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6.

Click the Users tab to show the Top 20 Users by Impact Rating, Direct and Indirect Control chart. This chart shows the
users that have the highest impact and criticality ratings.

7.

Click Explore in Impact to open Impact, where you can analyze potential lateral movement for users, groups, and endpoints.

For more information, see Impact User Guide: Identifying high impact users, endpoints, and groups.

Password Identification
The Password Identification vector uses data from Tanium Reveal to check for unencrypted saved passwords or sensitive data on
the endpoint.
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To reduce risk, limit access to sensitive data, such as authentication credentials, and ensure that passwords are not stored in plaintext to prevent attackers and insider threats from accessing those credentials and gaining unauthorized access to endpoints and
data. The maximum score for this vector is 10% of the total score.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section. Click Password Identification.

2.

Review the endpoints where unencrypted files with saved passwords were found. The Password Identification section of this
page shows the number of endpoints with unencrypted files with saved passwords. The Endpoints by Confirmed Visible
Passwords chart shows the endpoints on where visible passwords were found.
Only validated matches impact the risk score. For more information, see Validating pattern matches.
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3.

Click Explore in Reveal to open the associated Rules page in Reveal, where you can connect to one or more endpoints and
investigate the finding.

For more information on investigating rule matches using Reveal, see Reveal User Guide: Investigating rule matches.

Expired Certificates
The Expired Certificates vector uses data from Tanium Core Content sensors to check for expired SSL or TLS certificates in use on
the endpoint.
Expired Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificates are security issues because organizations cannot
validate certificate revocation status to confirm trust in those certificates. The maximum score for this vector is 5% of the total
score.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section. Click Expired Certificates.

2.

Review expired certificates over time. The Expired Certificates Over Time chart shows the change in the average expired
certificates score for your enterprise over the past 90 days. Monitor this chart to determine how the expired certificates score
changes as you update certificates on endpoints.
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3.

Click the Summary tab to show the Endpoints with Expired Certificates by Asset Criticality and Score chart. This chart
shows the endpoints that have the highest number of expired certificates, weighted by asset criticality.

4.

Click the Certificates by Ports tab to show the Endpoints with Expired Certificates by Port chart. This chart shows the
endpoints that have the highest risk score and the detected TCP ports on the endpoint.
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Insecure SSL/TLS
The Insecure SSL/TLS vector uses data from Tanium Core Content sensors to check for insecure SSL or TLS certificates in use on the
endpoint.
To reduce risk, update any insecure or outdated transport layer security protocols (SSLv3, TLSv1) that can expose enterprise assets
to man-in-the-middle attacks and expose sensitive data to attackers through browser exploitation. The maximum score for this
vector is 5% of the total score.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, go to the Risk Vectors section. Click Insecure SSL/TLS.

2.

Review insecure TLS/SSL over time. The Insecure TLS/SSL Over Time chart shows the change in the average insecure
certificates score for your enterprise over the past 90 days. Monitor this chart to determine how the expired certificates score
changes as you update certificates on endpoints.

3.

Click the Summary tab to show the Endpoints with Insecure Transport Security Protocols by Asset Criticality and Score
chart. This chart shows the endpoints that have the highest number of insecure certificates, weighted by asset criticality.

4.

Click the Protocol/Port tab to show the Endpoints with Detected Protocols chart. This chart shows the endpoints that have
the highest overall risk scores and are currently using insecure and outdated transport layer security protocols (SSLv3, TLSv1)
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to secure communications.
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Applying compensating controls
Compensating controls are security best practices or configurations for hardware, operating systems, and storage that you can apply
to endpoints to reduce the risk score for those endpoints.

View compensating controls overview
1.

View a summary of controls and the number of endpoints on which a control is implemented. From the Risk Overview page,
view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk chart.

Some compensating controls do not apply to all supported endpoint operating systems, which is why the
total for a particular compensating control, such as UAC Enabled, might not equal the total number of
endpoints reporting to Risk.
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2.

To see which endpoints are missing a specific control, see the chart on Compensating Controls page.
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Configure hardware
Windows: Enable TPM
For more information about Trusted Platform Module (TPM), see Microsoft: Trusted Platform Module Technology Overview.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the TPM status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk section.
On the Compensating Controls page, you can see TPM Status information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, ensure that Windows endpoints use a TPM chip. Enforce provides this information to Risk. To
examine the TPM status for endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get Computer Name and Enforce - TPM Status
from all machines. Consult the documentation for the hardware on the endpoint for details on enabling use of the TPM

chip.

Configure operating systems
Windows and Linux: Enable a host-based firewall to block unwanted network traffic
For more information about host-based firewalls, see National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST): Guidelines on Firewalls
and Firewall Policy, section 2-2.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 6%.
1.

View a summary of the host firewall status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk
section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see Host Firewall Status information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, ensure that endpoints use a firewall. Enforce provides this information to Risk. To examine the
firewall status for endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get Computer Name and Enforce - Host Firewall
Enabled from all machines. You can use Enforce to administer firewalls on Windows and Linux endpoints. For more

information, see Enforce User Guide: Create a Windows firewall management policy and Enforce User Guide: Create a Linux
firewall management policy.

Windows: Use a PowerShell execution policy
For more information about PowerShell execution policies, see Microsoft: about_Execution_Policies.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
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1.

View a summary of the PowerShell execution policy status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls
Impacting Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see PowerShell Execution Policy information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, ensure that endpoints use a PowerShell execution policy. Client Management provides this
information to Risk. To examine the PowerShell Execution policy status for endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get
Computer Name and Tanium PowerShell Execution Policy from all machines. Use the Set-ExecutionPolicy

cmdlet to implement changes to PowerShell execution policies for Windows endpoints. For more information, see Microsoft:
Set-ExecutionPolicy.

Windows: Install and enable security software registered with Windows Security Center
For more information about Windows Security Center (WSC), see Microsoft: Windows Security Center.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 2%.
1.

View a summary of the antivirus software status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting
Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see AV Present/Enabled information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, ensure that Windows endpoints use WSC-registered security software. Tanium Core Content sensors
provide this information to Risk. To examine the antivirus software status for endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get
Computer Name and Windows Security Center Registered Antivirus Software from all machines with Is
Windows equals true and look at the Protection column. You can use Enforce to administer Windows-based anti-malware

applications (SCEP or Windows Defender) on Windows endpoints. For more information, see Enforce User Guide: Create an
Anti-malware policy.

Windows: Update antivirus software
Verify that automatic updates are enabled and that the software is registered with WSC. For more information about WSC, see
Microsoft: Windows Security Center.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 2%.
1.

View a summary of the antivirus update status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting
Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see AV Recently Updated information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, ensure that the WSC-registered security software on Windows endpoints is up to date. Tanium Core
Content sensors provide this information to Risk. To examine the antivirus software definitions status for endpoints, ask this
question in Interact: Get Computer Name and Windows Security Center Registered Antivirus Software from
all machines with Is Windows equals true and look at the Definitions column. You can use Enforce to administer

Windows-based anti-malware applications (SCEP or Windows Defender) on Windows endpoints. For more information, see
Enforce User Guide: Create an Anti-malware policy. The Deploy definition update using Tanium option in the anti-malware
policy controls whether the Tanium Client distributes definition updates.

Windows: Enable Data Execution Prevention
For more information, see Microsoft: Data Execution Prevention.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
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1.

View a summary of the DEP status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk section.
On the Compensating Controls page, you can see DEP Enabled information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, enable DEP on endpoints. Tanium Core Content sensors provide this information to Risk. To
examine the DEP status for Windows endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get Computer Name and Data Execution
Prevention Enabled from all machines with Is Windows equals true. You can enable DEP by using Group

Policy on Windows endpoints. For more information about enabling DEP on Windows endpoints, see Microsoft: Override
Process Mitigation Options to help enforce app-related security policies.

Windows (Windows 10 / Server 2016 or later): Enable Windows Defender Device Guard
For more information, see Microsoft blog: Windows 10 Device Guard and Credential Guard Demystified.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the Device Guard status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk
section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see DeviceGuard information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, enable Windows Defender Device Guard on Windows endpoints. Tanium Default Content sensors
provide this information to Risk. To examine the Windows Defender Device Guard status for Windows endpoints, ask this
question in Interact: Get Computer Name and DeviceGuard Status from all machines with Is Windows equals
true. You can enable Windows Defender Device Guard by using Group Policy on Windows endpoints.

Windows (Windows 10 / Server 2016 or later): Enable Windows Defender Credential Guard
For more information, see Microsoft: Protect derived domain credentials with Windows Defender Credential Guard.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the Credential Guard status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting
Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see CredGuard information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, enable Credential Guard on Windows endpoints. Tanium Default Content sensors provide this
information to Risk. To examine the Device Guard status for Windows endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get Computer
Name and CredGuard Status from all machines with Is Windows equals true. You can enable Windows

Defender Credential Guard by using Group Policy, the registry, or the Hypervisor-Protected Code Integrity (HVCI) and Windows
Defender Credential Guard hardware readiness tool. For more information, see Microsoft: Manage Windows Defender
Credential Guard.

Windows: Enable User Account Control
For more information, see Microsoft: How User Account Control works.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 2%.
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1.

View a summary of the UAC status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk section.
On the Compensating Controls page, you can see UAC Enabled information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, enable UAC on Windows endpoints. Tanium Incident Response sensors provide this information to
Risk. To examine the UAC settings and status for Windows endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get Computer Name and
Windows Credential Security Settings from all machines with Is Windows equals true. You can enable

UAC by using Group Policy. For more information, see Microsoft: User Account Control and WMI.

Windows: Run LSASS as PPL
For more information on Local Security Authority Server Service (LSASS), see Microsoft: Configuring Additional LSA Protection.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the LSASS status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting Risk
section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see Run LSASS as PPL information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, use the RunAsPPL configuration on Windows endpoints. Tanium Incident Response sensors provide
this information to Risk. To examine the RunAsPPL settings and status for Windows endpoints, ask this question in Interact:
Get Computer Name and Windows Credential Security Settings from all machines with Is Windows
equals true. In the Setting Name column, find Run LSASS as protected process light (PPL) and confirm that it is set to

Enabled in the Setting Value column. You can modify Windows Credential Guard settings by editing the registry or using
Group Policy. For more information, see Microsoft: Configuring Additional LSA Protection.

Windows: Enable Remote Desktop Protocol Restricted Administrative Mode
For more information on Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) Restricted Administrative (RestrictedAdmin) Mode, see Microsoft TechNet:
Remote Desktop Services: Enable Restricted Admin mode.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the RDP RestrictedAdmin Mode status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls
Impacting Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see RDP Restricted Admin information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, enable the RestrictedAdmin Mode on Windows endpoints. Tanium Incident Response sensors
provide this information to Risk. To examine the RDP settings and status for Windows endpoints, ask this question in Interact:
Get Computer Name and Windows Credential Security Settings from all machines with Is Windows
equals true. In the Setting Name column, find RDP Restricted Administration Mode and confirm that it is set to Enabled

in the Setting Value column. You can modify Remote Desktop Services settings by editing the registry or using Group Policy.
For more information, see Microsoft TechNet: Remote Desktop Services: Enable Restricted Admin mode.

Windows: Apply the LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy restriction
For more information on LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy, see Microsoft: Description of User Account Control and remote restrictions.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating
Controls Impacting Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see Remote UAC Local Account Token
Filter information.
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2.

To reduce your risk score, enable the LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy restriction for UAC. Tanium Incident Response sensors
provide this information to Risk. To examine the UAC settings and status for Windows endpoints, ask this question in Interact:
Get Computer Name and Windows Credential Security Settings from all machines with Is Windows
equals true. In the Setting Name column, find Remote UAC Local Account Token Filter and confirm that it is set to

Enabled in the Setting Value column. You can modify this setting by editing the registry or Group Policy. For more
information, see Microsoft: Description of User Account Control and remote restrictions.
You might need to click See all to see this setting in the results grid in Interact.

Configure storage
Windows and macOS: Enable storage encryption
For more information about storage encryption, see Microsoft: BitLocker and Apple: Intro to FileVault.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 4%.
1.

View a summary of the storage encryption status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls Impacting
Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see Storage Encryption Status information.

2.

To reduce your risk score, encrypt local storage on endpoints. Tanium Core Content sensors provide this information to Risk.
To examine the storage encryption status for endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get Computer Name and Storage
Encryption Status from all machines. You can use Enforce to administer storage encryption using BitLocker and

FileVault. For more information, see Enforce User Guide: Create a BitLocker policy and Enforce User Guide: Create a FileVault
policy.

Windows: Enable USB write protection
To reduce your risk score, ensure that USB devices that connect to endpoints are write-protected. Tanium Core Content sensors
provide this information to Risk.
Implementing this control reduces the risk score for an endpoint by 1%.
1.

View a summary of the USB write protection status. From the Risk Overview page, view the Compensating Controls
Impacting Risk section. On the Compensating Controls page, you can see USB Protected information.

2.

To examine the USB write protection status for endpoints, ask this question in Interact: Get USB Write Protected from
all machines. You can use Enforce to configure USB write protection on Windows endpoints. For more information, see

Enforce User Guide: Create a Windows device control policy.
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Troubleshooting Risk
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect logs and other relevant information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as ZIP files that you can download with your browser.
1.

From the Risk Overview page, click Help

, then the Troubleshooting tab.

2.

Select the packages to include and click Create Packages.

3.

When the packages are ready, click Download Packages.
For each package, a tanium-*-support.[timestamp].zip file downloads to the local download directory. If
necessary, configure the browser to allow multiple downloads.

4.

Contact Tanium Support to determine the best option to send the ZIP files. For more information, see Contact Tanium
Support on page 55.

Monitor and troubleshoot Risk health
The Health section of the Risk Overview page includes two charts to monitor the health of the module: Risk Coverage and Risk
Vector Calculation Issues.

Risk Coverage
The Risk Coverage chart shows the coverage status of all endpoints on which risk vector scores were calculated in the last 30 days.
The coverage metrics might report endpoints as Optimal, Needs Attention or Initializing. The Optimal status indicates that all
necessary tools, configurations, and scans are installed and complete for an endpoint. The Initializing status is a transient status
that returns when an endpoint is downloading required tools, configuring, or waiting on completion of an initial scan. No action is
needed for Optimal or Initializing states.
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Risk Vector Calculation Issues
The Risk Vector Calculation Issues chart breaks out the data from the Risk Coverage chart by vector. Use this chart to determine
the vectors for which endpoints are unable to allow calculations.

Click the Risk Vector Calculation Issues chart title to open the Risk Health page, which includes a table that lists specific
endpoints that are unable to allow risk vector calculations.

The following table lists contributing factors into why the coverage metric for a vector might report endpoints as Needs Attention,
and corrective actions you can make.
Vector

Contributing factor

Corrective action

All vectors

Endpoints do not have the latest Risk tools

Ask this question in Interact to determine whether endpoints have the

installed

necessary tools installed: Get Endpoint Configuration -

Tools Status Details contains Risk from all
machines.
Check for endpoints where the Status column lists as Not Installed or
Error. Reinstall the tools on the endpoint. For more information, see
Endpoint Configuration User Guide: Reinstall one or more tools
installed by Endpoint Configuration.
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Vector

Contributing factor

Corrective action

All vectors

Endpoints do not have the latest tools for a

Ask this question in Interact to determine whether endpoints have the

required solution installed

necessary tools installed: Get Endpoint Configuration -

Tools Status Details having Endpoint
Configuration - Tools Status Details:Tool Name
contains <Solution associated with the vector>
from all machines. Substitute the following solution names for
the vector that you are troubleshooting:
l

System vulnerability: Comply

l

System compliance: Comply

l

Administrative access: Impact

l

Password identification: Reveal

l

Expired certificates: SSL Server Audit

l

Insecure SSL / TLS: SSL Server Audit

Check for endpoints where the Status column lists as Not Installed or
Error. Reinstall the tools on the endpoint. For more information, see
Endpoint Configuration User Guide: Reinstall one or more tools
installed by Endpoint Configuration.
System

l

Vulnerability
l

Endpoints do not have the latest scan engine

If endpoints return the status Needs Attention for the System

installed

Vulnerability vector, use these steps to troubleshoot further: Comply

Specific endpoints missing Comply tools,

User Guide: Monitor and troubleshoot Comply coverage.

scan engines, or JREs
l

Issue with a specific endpoint that might
prevent Comply from running successfully

System

l

Compliance
l

Endpoints do not have the latest scan engine

If endpoints return the status Needs Attention for the System

installed

Compliance vector, use these steps to troubleshoot further: Comply

Specific endpoints missing Comply tools,

User Guide: Monitor and troubleshoot Comply coverage.

scan engines, or JREs
l

Issue with a specific endpoint that might
prevent Comply from running successfully
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Vector

Contributing factor

Corrective action

Administrative

Python tools are not installed

If endpoints return the status Needs Attention for the Administrative

Access

Access vector, use these steps to troubleshoot further: Impact User
Guide: Monitor and troubleshoot Impact coverage.

A 0 score is returned for Linux endpoints, macOS
endpoints and Windows endpoints that are not
joined to a domain. Tanium Impact is used to
measure this vector and is supported only on
domain-joined Windows endpoints, so this vector
applies only to domain-joined Windows endpoints
with the Impact tools.

Password

Index Health and Configuration

Identification

If endpoints return the status Needs Attention, use these steps to
troubleshoot further: Reveal User Guide: Monitor and troubleshoot
Reveal coverage.

Expired Certificates

SSL Server Audit Tools are not installed

Ask this question in Interact to determine whether endpoints are
missing the tools: Get SSL Server Audit Tools Required

Insecure SSL/TLS

from all machines.
If endpoints return the status Not Installed or Missing: <package
name>, reinstall the SSL Server Audit tools on the endpoint.

Remove Risk tools from endpoints
You can deploy an action to remove Risk tools from an endpoint or computer group. Separate actions are available for Windows and
non-Windows endpoints.
1.

In Interact, target the endpoints from which you want to remove the tools. For example, ask a question that targets a specific
operating system:
Get Endpoint Configuration - Tools Status from all machines with Is Windows equals true

2.

In the results, select the row for Risk, drill down as necessary, and select the targets from which you want to remove Risk
tools. For more information, see Tanium Interact User Guide: Drill Down.

3.

Click Deploy Action.

4.

For the Deployment Package, select Endpoint Configuration - Uninstall Tool [Windows] or Endpoint Configuration Uninstall Tool [Non-Windows], depending on the endpoints you are targeting.

5.

For Tool Name, select Risk.

6.

(Optional) By default, after the tools are removed they cannot be reinstalled. To allow tools to be automatically reinstalled,
clear the selection for Block reinstallation. Re-installation occurs almost immediately.
If reinstallation is blocked, you must unblock it manually:
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l

To allow Risk to reinstall tools, deploy the Endpoint Configuration - Unblock Tool [Windows] or
Endpoint Configuration - Unblock Tool [Non-Windows] package (depending on the targeted
endpoints).

l

If you reinstall tools manually, select Unblock Tool when you deploy the Endpoint Configuration Reinstall Tool [Windows] or Endpoint Configuration - Reinstall Tool [Non-Windows] package.

7.

(Optional) To remove all Risk databases and logs from the endpoints, clear the selection for Soft uninstall.
When you perform a hard uninstallation of some tools, the uninstallation also removes data that is associated
with the tool from the endpoint. This data might include important historical or environmental data. If data
that you want to keep is associated with the tool, make sure you perform only a soft uninstallation of the tool.

8.

(Optional) To also remove any tools that were dependencies of the Risk tools that are not dependencies for tools from other
solutions, select Remove unreferenced dependencies.

9.

(Optional) In the Deployment Schedule section, configure a schedule for the action.
If some target endpoints might be offline when you initially deploy the action, select Recurring Deployment
and set a reissue interval.

10.

Click Show preview to continue.

11.

A results grid appears at the bottom of the page showing you the targeted endpoints for your action. If you are satisfied with
the results, click Deploy Action.
If you have enabled Endpoint Configuration approval, tool removal must be approved in Endpoint Configuration
before tools are removed from endpoints.

Uninstall Risk
1.

From the Main menu, click Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

2.

Select Risk, and click Uninstall.

3.

Review the content that will be removed and click Uninstall.

4.

Depending on your configuration, enter your password or click Yes to start the uninstall process.

5.

Return to the Solutions page and verify that the Import button is available for Risk.

Contact Tanium Support
To contact Tanium Support for help, sign in to https://support.tanium.com.
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